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(simiulation is essentially a multi-fictor statistical sampling experiment through which
approximate answers to questions about some aspect of a system or statistic are obtained.
Unfortunately the multi-factor aspect of the simulation is usually downplayed because of the
difficulties of organizing and displayinrg the output as a function of various factors. Some
graphical procedures using color are suggested for assessing the effect of the factors on th
output. This is d-ne in the conte ' of in example of a multiserver queuk. Classical
analysis of variance techniques are usually not appropriate for this analysis because the
data is non-normal and the mean is seldom an adequate or complete characterization of the

output.
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(FPLMLHNYR WORT)

by

Professor Peter A. V. Lewis
epartment of Operations Rtsearch

Naval PoetlP'duate School
11onterty, CA. 93943-5100

ABS'R•CT

A simulation Is essenti&,y a multi-factor statistical sampling experiment
through which approximate answers to questions about sI aspect of a system
or tatistie ar- obtained. l,,fortunately, the multi-faetor aspect o! the
simuX.tion is usually downplayed because of the difflculties of organizins
and displaying the output as a funetion of various factors. Scw graphical
procedures using color are suggested for assessing the effect of the factors
on the output. This is done in the context of a. example or a Uuitiefer
queue. Clasusial analysis of valilance techniques are usually not appropriate
for this ana)ysis because the data is non-norsal and the mean is seldon an
adequate or complete chur'aeteriution of the output.

IJNROOUC" ION

Simulation is a widely used tool for finding answers to PIOblemS w•ich
involve random elements in ftelds as diverse as Statistics, Physics.
Operatiorn Analysis, and Engineering. It is essentially a multi-factor
setatstiral sampling experiment which, with a model, is Performed on a
digital computer. Moreover, the answers obtained from the simulation are
functions of the various factors (attributes, independent variables,
concnaitants) in the problem.

A very simple exampie or Such a problem Is the multiserver queue (G/G/n)
whIch occurs in ban•s, supermarkets, barWrshops, etc. In this quCUe1n1g
system, arriving customers are served In order of arrival, with one of two
queue.•n 41sieplines. The first discipline is where customers form a single
line and are called for service !ram the head of thLt line as servers becore
tree. The second queueing discipline is wher# CuStOser& Join the separate
queues wte.cf rorm in front of each server and Stay there until served. AS
an ideal: ..lor. of this second dISciPlir-e, an arrivlnn cuStomcr joins the
smortest and presumably the fastest service line or picks, with equal
protati-;Ay, f..om Lines which hWle the tied, f9w"est nlnber of customers
awilIting service. No j-imping fron server to Se-ver is allowed.

".-e roug. JustLifcation ror the sinlle line discipline, den,1te4 as SL, ever
tie shortest line, fastest service queueing discipline (US) is that tn
arriv;ng t.u.toqe- wl1' not get stvck behind a custorer wI.c Is already in
zervi•e and .,0o has an extreMely Iong service tice, However bOtt
d•s,•ipilneb are comz:)Y uz 1, and the question to DO answered is u.tich
d.seiplne 1s 'best'. Uf trse this question Is -njar.3verable as rosel q -

orti, the proper uantafricansor. o: the probler is :ecierc upe.. Tris, as I" t.
saeqate .0 compare tte reast wait*`n times in a stationary queue, or Itould

Iu
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one cupare the probabilities of not having to wait on arrival at the queue
or the values or, say, the .99 quantlie of tie waiting time Olstributions?
(The a-quantile of the distribution of a random variab)e, I, is the value,
w, such that the probability of W being less than w% is a).

Furthermore, even if one of the above quantificatlons Is decided upon and
its value is compared for the two service disciplines, the answer to the
question as to which service discipline is best may depend on the level of
several other factors, as follows:

a. The traffic intensity is, from what theory exists, a
definite factor here. In this queueing problem the traffic
intensity is given by the ratio of the expected service
time, M(S), divided by the product of 1he number of
servers, m, and the expected Interarrival time of
customers, E(A). This traffic intensity factor, t, must be
less than 1 for a stable queue to exist and has a oontirnuum
of possible values between 0 and 1. Th-ee values of t will
be used in the subsequent analysis* 0.30, 0.60 and 0.75.

b. The number of servers, a, Is a factor which may influence
the output and must clearly be greater than one for the
distinction between the stngle line (SM.) and the WhoUtt
line, fastest service, (PS) disciplines to have any
meaning. Three values or m will be used in the subsequent
analysis, 3, 5, and 10

c. The distribution of service times (in G101m queues assumed
to be independent ano identically distributed) and the
distribution of Interarrival times (also assumed to be
independent and Identically distributed) are also factors
in this queueing situation. Because of the complexity of
these factors only four combinations of distributions will
be used in the subsequent analysis:

A - very variable service; very variable Interarrival;
B - very regular service; very variable interarrival;
: - very variable service; very regular inteearrival
0 - very regular service; very regular interarrival:

T~is rough Categorization will De More specifically
detailed .ater for the purpose of Inplementing the
sinulalton; the categorIzation represents an a4ttept t2 cut
down a comp:ex factcr to mantegoble proportions based on
experience. A rcugh Suess would be that if the single line
queueing discip1lne is effective in cutting Jown, Ir. sae
sense, the waiting tines of CuStomerS, It will be in case
A, where very variable or sgtweo service anC irterarrival
tines are encountered. :n that case not only are iOngI: service tires re~atively common, DUt atso custofters may

* oCcasoCna1ly arrive in ;u10k sucCess3on.

S•�with three levels of the traffle 4ntensity factor t, three values Of -. the

number cf servers, iour COMbinatiorns of 'nterarrilSi an- service tim#

* a•itributions ar.d *.wo que.enng dsc'1;ifes, glv3Cfl 2t fintor .?iat&ns,
I
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simulation experiment with a fixed number of replications at each factor
level io technically handleable b) a four-way analysis of variance. The
reason that this to not appropriatt and that a gpaphiel suniary of the
output 1i imeesary is that by ofmplPsm of the seaa of the dot* are M
adequate &and the data Is not nommally distributed. In foot the waiting time
will gOnerally be very positively akmvad with a discrete omponmnt
representing the probability that a oustomers waiting time IS exactly Wo.
Further complicating the st•dwd anslysis is the foot that the r*lsticnshIp
between the factors will not be linear. For example, in many queueing
situations the mean waiting time, £(W), Is peoportional to the reciprocal of
(1-t)'.

An alternative to a blind and perhaps inappropriate application of analysis
of variance technique! is to first look at the simulation output data in
order to perform an Initial, exploratory analysis. This may show immediately
the salient points of the simulation, or suggest further formal analysis
after, for example, a transformation of the data.

The problem of differentiating four factors SP-.phioally is not simple, and
in this paper we will attempt to obtain as concise and as aompact a summary
of tl.e output of the simulation tcperlment as possible. This will be done
graphically by using multiple X-1 plots, with additional coding within each
plot obtained by color, spacing, and line-type.

IEDTA FROM TE U/mAEjE

To comp,-'.e the specification of the multiple server queue discussed above
It Was as.-iUMed that trse individual service times were Gamma distributed, as
were the *ntependent Interarrival times.

To obtain 'regular' service, it was assumed that the shape parameter, k, in
the Sainma 4istribution Zook on the value 5.0; to obtain very 'variable' I.e,
'highly postively skewed' service times it was assumed that the shape
parameter i took on the value 0.5. Similar conventions were made for the
interarrival times.

The Gamma assurption was made for computational convenience; another
pDssibiljty is to assume that the 'variable' distribution is obtained by a
n.1xture cf two exponential random variables. In that case analytical
solutior.s can, in principle, be obtained for parts of the problem by the
method or (paralleil stages (KoIinroCk 1975).

For eacWh set of the '2 factor levels, the queue was simulated Out to the
5,COOth arrival. This was repeated Independently aQ0 times to obtain a
vector or j.,.d realizations of waiting times of the 5000t' custoner. Since
tre traffic Intersity was chosen to t-ve th* levels 0.30, 0.60 and 0.'5, It
can be assumed that ".he samples represent the stationary waiting time in the
queue. :t coulo be argued that a higher level of t, say O,9U, s0ould also
be used. However. not on.! would it then be necessary to go Out even beyond
the 5CZth Customer in the samp'e path of t.e queue to atsure statinnary,
but a&so the already conp'ex data hand'•ing problem with the 742 waiting time
vectcrs w(,ud be furtr.er co•plicated. Also, as will be seen, the essential
effects or the factors can be ascertained .ren the pr*sent experiment,

9!i



Do.ta was placed into vector4 of ler.gth 440 with a typical case being named
WSLO275A. Here the first W denoted a waiting time and occurs in the code

for all vectors. (One could ilso look, say, at 4slay times. These are the

customer's waltiag time plus his service time.) SL denotes 'single line

queueing discipl•.e' whereas the other discipline, Joining the shortest and

thus presumbly the fastest line, is denoted by 7S. The first pair of

numbers in the name of the data vector, 02 in this eurAple, represent m, tte

number cf servers, and could be Z,5 or 10. The seconot set of numters, here

'75', gives the traffic intensity, t, and could be 30, 60 or 75,
representing values of t-0.30, t-0.60 and t-O.75. Finally the last J*tcer,
here 'A, represents the four -ases of distributional assumptions given¶

above with pos-ible values A, D, C or 0.

COPMPI1NG

The data were genereed on an IBM 370/3033 computer using a PL/1 progra
called QS%1. 7he graphis. was done with the experimental APL program

GRAF.TAT rrom IBM Research. The coding of the data vectors explained above

made It 3iMo1i to generate the full screen interfaces for GtAFSTAT, and thus

the graphs, under program control. Since many combinations of graphs were

tried, this procedure proved very valuable.

The plots were obtained In tec ways: one by sending GRAPSTAT output on an

IBM 3179 Model 02 terminal to an IBM 7372 plotter, the other by sending

GRAFSTAT output on an IBM 3270 AT GX color screen to the same plotter. In

both cases the t~ansf ." is aocalplished by invoking the GODtN progrh.m on the

mainfrtame.

Both APL and the GRAFSTAT program are ideal for handling a large amount of

data like this in a very flexible fashion.

GRAPHINCA L OUTPUT" AN.D ANA,_VS S

The graphics which were d$1igned to display the output of the simulation

experiment can be thought of as a two way layout of two-dimensional graphs,

with rows of graphs representing a fixed Gistributilnal facLor (A, B, C or
D) and the columns of graphs representing the 'number of servers' factor.

(1his was selected as the eolumn factor because it was felt that this factor

would have a minor effect on waiting times, although the simulation

Subsequently showeg that this assumption was not correct).

The complete layo)t of all 12 graphs is not Shown; in fact for reasons or

space, only the first row or graphs having common distributional factor A

will be discuSSed.

Each graph ir. the two way layout represents six cases, three traffic

intensities and two queuelno dsclplilnes (see Figure 1). The two queueing

disciplines (for each of the three va~ues of traffic intensity are placed

close together on the graph sin.'e queueing discipline 1s the primary factor

whose effect on the response - wa&I.-ln time - is to be exarined. This

'waiting timne' response is represented on the vertical axis by a quantile

plot.

-! -



2 SERMIR
S - SKEWED SERVICE TIMBS, SKEWED) LTRARRIVAL TIMES

ZSER• ER$;

o •I .. ._ mur.r.u~wn...rnunrrr.rn ..;nm_

Is SL FS SL FS SL
t=O.30 t=O.8O t=0.75

Figure 1. Two servers !m-PI and distributionai case A - very varlablP
(posit; vely-skewed) .service; very vcrlabl• (positively-skewedi interarrival
tlires. The two quantile Pl~Ls Of the 4#!0 simulated Wa&ttin tires at each of
tle three tramfet dntensir1es are vroupto together and differentiateo oy
co:or. B;ue 13 used for the rastest service', indivicual choice, case (FS)
and red fr the slnga'•e ne i SL.) case. Note that there are many zero
4waitins times and that this aspect is not shown in the graph expect. :n so
tar as the quantlle r:*ts and tte means an. medilas are Otrched near zero.
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The quantile plot Is & vertical line with marks representing various
estifated quantlles and the estimted mean of the sample of size 440. The
clearest Case on which to exmine these marks to given in Figue ; for
t&O.75 and the blue (Pb) line. The tilds at the bott.m of too line to the
0.25-quantie or lvwer quartile of the wating time sample: going upwards,
the cross is the O.0O-quartIlt or median; the cOrcle Is the sample mean.
Above th.s are horizontal bars representing successively the 0.75-quantile
or upper-quartile, the 0.95-quantile, the Zý.99-quantlle, and the maximum
v*ije ir the sample.

Concentrating on the case illustrated In Figure t (u-2; t-O.75; A) it is
seen Immediately that. the single line discipline (SL) in red gives slightly
shorter waiting times than the FS case and that the distributions of waiting
times are hilghly, positively skewed. It should be noted that in all oases
considered there were many zero waiting times which resulted in a great
squashing of the lower quantiles on the graph. In fact a common alternative
to the quantila plot Is a boXplot, which many people prefer, but in this
case It is difficult to plot since many outliers occur at the low end and
have the same value. A boxplot results in the pen plotter Just cutting a
hole in the paper.

Note also that on this graph one canrot 'see" the extent of the probability
of zero waiting times, which iS an important qualLfication of tVie queueing
system. Thus. either a table or a graph of tt'ip probability should be given
separately. ?i.e zero-valued waiting tizes also sake it difflcult to employ,
for example, logaritlhic Lransformations of thw oata or the scale.. This
can be obviateod by plotting the non-zero waiting times or by looking at
delay times (the waiting timt plus the service time). However, this latter
quantity is not always meaningful in such a simple queue.

Returning Lo Figure I and contrasti.4 the effect of traffic irtensity for
the two service disciplines with m"2 and distribational case A, we see first
that the effect of traffic Intensity is mwoed. This of course is fairly
well known. In particular for the Poisson arrival, Exponenisal service
case, the expected waiting time is proportional to t/WI-t)W (Gaver a.id
Thompson, 1973). However, the waiting tines aro not effected markedly by
tht service discipline at any of~the traffic Intenaltieo considered. In
fact, the apparent differeneet between the FS and the St. cases may not te
statistically significant.

Figures 2 and 3 cocipleto the top row or the two way iayout or graphs,
shOwing the effect of number of servers, m, on the waiting times for
different traffic intensities and different queueing disciplines. A
comparison )t rigurtU " and 3 reveals very qui-kly that It the traffic
i-tensity is held •,or•.tart, then waiting times tend to deri'eare as the
naber or servers increast. This Is especially true at low traffic
Intenstiee. Moreover going from Figure I to, Figure 3 It becomes c'ear very
-apidly that the effect of the two lifrrrent queuetng disciplines or, waiting
XeS b@ecomes marked at the number of servers lncrea3es! Thu3, usAsng

:slngle line with very variable survite and Interarrival .Imes
Offective in loweri•n •nt w•atn ti-mes only when the queue has many

6
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iI

s- 5) SERVER

FS SL FS SL 'S SL

t=0.30 t=O.60 t=O.75

FiguFre z. rive servers tm-5) and 4istributiop&I cit-e A -very variabOe

(poatI%'Q:y-3XeWed) serilce; very varlatblc (positively$Kewed) lntcrarrlval

times. The two quantile plots of the U40 simulated waiting times at each of

the three tra'fie Intensities are grouped together and differentiated by

Color, Blie Is used for the 'fastest service', Indlvyidul choice, case ,FS)

and red for the single line (SL) case, Note there are many zero

W4.ting times and tha t, We aspect is not Srow.' In the gr&ph expect .1. 30

for as t.le qAar~tile p•i•s and the *e#no and melians are bir.chod near zero.



to SERVER

SKETI SERVICR TMES, SKEWED "MIGUMWAL T=ME

I

5t

F•S SL FS SL FS SL

tr.O.30 tr-O.60 W.O75

Figure 3. Ton servers im-al(- and oiurioutionsl case A very variable

(positively-skewed) service; very variable (pOsIt iv~ly-*kewtd) I at rarr Iva I
times. The two uintile PSICS Of the 440 Slsiod waiting tlmes ot each of

tht tnree tratfic Int.enslties are groupel together and differeftlal.ed by

:olor.. Slu2 is used for the liastpst service', Indivilual choice. case :FS)

and reg for the it'lge line (SL) case, Note that the.re dot many zero

waiting times and this aspect Is not shcwn tn the graph vxpect In so far as

tt,.e guantLIle plots and tl.o means and meoiar.3 3ee WunheO near zero.
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(ISE Of COLCP. AND ..NtANCEMENTS

Color has been jaed to differvntlate, the closely grouped quantile plots for
the two quoguing disciplines on the graphs. It is much more effective than,
say, line-type in differentiating the two cases to the eye. Actually, a
combination of line-type and color seems o work even better but it sets to
be a waste of an additional coding device which can be used to f.rther
compactify the graphical output. This can be done by superimposing Filtur. 1
on Figure 2 with a slight left shift and using dashes for the vertical lines
in the quantile plots. Similarly Figure 3 is 6o.erpo&ed on Figure 2 with
the same shift, this time to the right and using dotted lines for the
vertical lines in the quantile plots.

If additional colors are available, the coding by line-type can De replaced
by cooing by color, while the two queueing disciplines are differentiated by
line-type. This seems to be the 'best' combination available. h•wever,
that many colors ire difficult to plot on the available equipment.

SINCLUSIONS

The need to compactify as much as possihle the graphical analysis of
simulation output so that tha results can be enc=p&ased by an analyst is
greatly enhanced by the availability of color as a coding device. The types
of graphs presented here shculd be standard tools for simulators and It Is
hoped that this will be the case when color graphics, and especially the
printed version, becomes easier and cheaper to obtain.
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